Pierres dorées : Golden stones,
Lumières et ombres : Lights and shadows,
Vents sensuels: Sensual winds,
Eaux de rivière: River water

Welcome to the cottage ‘’La Belle de Cèze’’

Rules:
Addendum to the lease agreement
Dear guests,
We are very pleased to welcome you in our cottage "The Belle de Cèze ". For your comfort
and that of those around you, we ask you to comply with the information in these rules. We
hope you have a pleasant stay in these fully renovated and places at your disposal.
We invite you to read the following information.
For your holiday: thank you to provide holiday insurance at the cottage and length of stay.
CLEANING:
If you do not take the cleaning fee:
 The cottage must be left clean on departure. We perform an inventory with you at the end
of the stay.
 Info: garbage cans in each health should be lowered, toilets sinks and showers should be
rinsed, the cooking surfaces must be clean, even if the cleaning service has been reserved!
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If you opt for the cleaning package:
Please, tell the Lessor after your installation in the house. The amount of the cleaning fee is €
90.
The cleaning service includes: cleaning of all floors (scanning + wash), maintenance of
bathrooms, toilets and sinks.

You must make yourself these points with or without cleaning fee:
-

clean the appliances in the kitchen, ( refrigerators and oven )
put displaced furniture and objects ,
wash and put away the dishes,
replace and rebuild all the beds in the same day of arrival ,
empty the trash ,
clean the grill,
pick up the paper in and around the house.

Smokers: it is forbidden to smoke inside the house on the ground floor and to the floor. Thank
you not to throw your cigarettes in the lawn and in the court. You have pots made available to
the inputs.
Waste: a Trash can is provided for this purpose. Respect SORTING: Separate glass, plastic and
cans, other wastes.
Allow large garbage bags of 50 and 100 liters.

Thank you for contributing to the harmony of the house. We wish you a very good stay in ‘’La Belle de
Cèze’’!

Bianca and Georges Chatillon

Date and signature of the tenant:
Made in:
Date:
Signature
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